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Below it were the hundred or more stone houses of the
village of Bakhlin, and, rambling behind it, were walled
gardens, with fountains, trees, and a domed tomb.
When we arrived, about noon, the place was buzzing
with groups of Druses, Maronites, and Moslems from
surrounding villages, waiting in the courtyard for later
audience. Our appearance aroused no keen interest. It
was only when Daoud got out, approached one of the
groups, and made his identity known, as a relative of the
family, that they shouted for a servant. An old man with
a scraggly beard came trotting, knelt, and kissed Daoud3s
hand, bowed low, touched his forehead, then led us
through a dark stone corridor, up an old flight of steps,
and into the more modern part of the palace.
In a sort of antechamber, large and bare, Bakhir bey,
a brother of the Sitt Nazira, was seated in a chair, being
shaved by the family barber. Bakhir bey wore European
clothes and was in his shirt-sleeves. His shoes, which
needed polishing, were of patent leather with yellow kid
uppers and colored glass buttons; blue sleeve-elastics en-
circled his elbows. Close to him stood several men, all
trying to talk at once. His back was turned to us, and
Daoud judged it no time for introductions. We passed
on to a marvelous colonnaded inner court, with many flow-
ers in big green wooden boxes and some children's toys, in-
cluding a little wagon and a velocipede. One side of the
court was wide open and overlooked the valley. From a
door on the right came hurrying a middle-aged gentle-
man—tall, thin, and dyspeptic, but amiable—wearing a
pepper-and-salt suit and a fez. He proved to be Said
bey, first cousin of the Sitt Nazira, and welcomed us with
elaborate courtesy and apologies. It seemed that the

